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there are a few things about our route that couldnt be predicted. between the desert and the
mountains, we didnt realize we were getting into a canyon. this means there are many twists
and turns and switchbacks that arent visible from the road. we have to be extra careful, lest

we lose our way. theres nothing but sky above us, and there are the occasional flashes of
lightning. the mountain is thick with rocks, and the entire area is littered with them. even in

daylight, theyre barely visible, buried under the dark surface of the mountain. theyre made of
limestone, and have a hazy glow from the lightning. once we reach the road, we make camp.
its well into evening, and the storm is brewing. weve got a game plan. they have a plan. we
can only hope ours will work better than theirs. been there, done that. rvs are not stable and

they are not built for tows. i'm not a big fan of them, but i also know a few rvers who tow. they
have the correct hitch and towbar, a towbar they bought from a rv dealer. the hitch is legal,

it's the towbar that is the problem, probably incorrectly installed. they take every small bump
and bounce along the road, from any angle, and the towbar twists in the receiver. the hitch
bars pivot at the receiver and can slide and that's what causes the problem. they have all

kinds of expensive auxiliary hitches and winches and are really expensive. they do seem to be
made by a few companies, not the millions they are made by. the 911 call received by first

responders stated “a camper broke away and left the roadway.” whether that was the travel
trailer or the van has not been confirmed. the incident took place on the u.s. border between

the united states and mexico.
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